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Foreword

By SANDY SHEPPARD

Roadrunners begin their 30th anniversary celebrations by
collecting the Mayor’s Award at the 2017 Reading Sports Awards

Reading

to the growing number of Reading

Roadrunners!   From humble origins- a

HAPPY

30th

birthday,

Roadrunners competing at home and

training group for the Reading half-

abroad; whilst all the time recognising

marathon- to one of the largest running

the positive impact running clearly has

clubs in the South East of England, it’s

on so many of our members.

been a whirlwind 30 years, that’s for sure.

Add to that a dollop of running

Time for calm, temporarily at least,

romances, a smattering of imaginative

as we look back on the many great

suggestions as to why we run and a

moments,

reminder of other worldwide events that

Roadrunners

and
has

people,
brought

Reading
us

all.

More than a running club; a running
community.
So how best to encapsulate 30 years
of

Reading

Roadrunners?

Having

formed a relatively small group − a
cross section of experienced and more
recent members − we asked each other
what it is that makes our club distinct.
Topics ranged from the origins of the
club & its achievements to club organised
races and charity work; from the social
aspect of being a Reading Roadrunner
to participation in the equally social
cross-country winter series; from the
ever-increasing influence of the internet

took place 30 years ago and the ‘feel’ of
the club, we hope, is vividly conveyed.    
In composing a record of the club −
30 years on − there are so many people
to thank. To all our members, past and
present, we are nothing without you.  To
our committee, for their great support
with this.  To our contributors and those
who have worked with them for all their
hard work and enthusiasm over many
months.
Finally, special thanks to our production
and editorial team for their magnificent
efforts in helping pull all this together.
Have a great read!
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1987 got off to a great start with the birth
of Reading Roadrunners in January, but
after that it was, for the nation, a year
of widespread tragedy. One disaster
followed another, with the sinking of
the ferry Herald of Free Enterprise off

Zeebrugge, the Hungerford massacre,
October’s Great Storm, the Enniskillen
Remembrance Day bombing and the
Kings Cross tube  station fire, in which
31 people lost their lives. Here are some
images of a momentous year…..

Keith Houchen
heads a stunner as
Coventry win the
FA Cup

Margaret
Thatcher wins a
third consecutive
general election

Hurricaneforce storms wreak
havoc across the
UK

9

Terry Waite is
kidnapped and
held hostage in
Beirut

Rick Astley
reaches No1 with
‘Never Gonna Give
You Up’

British Airways is
privatised after 13
years as a state
company

Mike Gatting
calls Pakistani
umpire Shakoor
Rana ‘a cheat’

Hilda Ogden
leaves Coronation
Street after 23
years
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In the beginning
By
David Dibben
By DAVID DIBBEN

STAN ELDON, the Grand Old Man of
athletics in Reading has been looking
back with pride on his contribution to
the 30-year history of the Roadrunners.
The former British international is
widely given most of the credit for the
establishment of the club in 1987.
“I’m immensely proud of my association
with Reading Roadrunners,” said Stan,
now 81. “I feel as though I have created
a monster. But it’s a nice monster, and
one with a good heart.”

8
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Stan Eldon leads Frank Salvat,
Derek Ibbotson and George
Knight at White City in 1960
The club was the third local athletics
institution for which Stan was primarily
responsible following the setting-up
of Reading Joggers in 1976 and the
Reading Half Marathon in 1983.
These followed his other brainchild,
the Gala Night of Sport, which attracted
crowds of over 5,000 to Palmer Park in
the1960s.
“I’ve been involved in almost
everything in running locally,” said Stan.
“Unfortunately I can’t claim any credit for
the formation of Reading Athletic Club,

Official opening of the new
Palmer Park grandstand by local
Olympian Bev Callender

Track sessions throughout
the winter launched as club
membership hits 200
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because that’s been going since 1881.
“But the Roadrunners started following
the training sessions John London and
I introduced in 1984, which were purely
for people to train for the Half Marathon.
“They started with dozens turning up in
Palmer Park and over the next few years
the numbers grew to hundreds.
“Gradually several people said ‘Why
don’t we form a club? ‘I suggested
they spoke to Reading AC with a view
to becoming a road-running section of
their club.
“The original chairman Charlotte
Keenan was a very forceful young
lady and I left it to her to have several
meetings with Reading.

of success in the race. I think the ladies
won their team prize nine years on the
trot.
“The Roadrunners have gone on to
be a fantastic success. It is one of the
largest clubs in the south of the country.
At one stage the membership topped
600.
“You’ve only got to look at the amount
of money they’ve raised for charity over
the years and the number of people

“I feel as though
I have created
a monster”
running all over Europe every weekend.
“Although I’ve never actually been a

“Eventually it was decided that
arrangement wasn’t going to work, so
I said ‘Why don’t you go and form your
own club?’ The rest is history.

member of the club I’m really proud of

“Reading Joggers had started in
very much the same way but the
Roadrunners were more ambitious and
wanted to be slightly more competitive.

champion is used to celebrity status.

“The club was strong from the start,
although it took them two or three
years to get good results in the Half
Marathon. Once they did they had a lot

Great Britain star Kriss Akabusi is special
guest as Roadrunners stage a Greekthemed Olympics day

my involvement.”
The former six-miles national recordholder

and

national

cross-country

A few years ago he was an honoured
top-table guest at a sporting function
in Wokingham alongside Theresa May.
Stan was the main speaker and the lady
who has since become Prime Minister
dutifully listened to his words of wisdom.
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The birth of a club
RESPONDING to a notice in a hut in the Palmer Park car par, first public
meeting of prospective members held at the South Reading Leisure
Centre on November 11th, 1986
Two of the first officials to be elected to the Roadrunners committee,
Kim Stevens and Roger Pritchard, are still active members. Kim was
general secretary and Roger an ex-officio member
Elected officials held their first meeting at Reading Civic Offices on
December 10th, 1986, with Stan Eldon’s business partner, John London,
taking an overview of proceedings
At a second public meeting at the South Reading Leisure Centre on
January 15th, 1987, the   club’s inaugural committee took their first
membership fees
After lengthy discussions agreement was reached over the club’s name…
Reading Roadrunners and NOT Reading Road Runners (we emphasise it
is two words, not three)
Following a heated debate club colours were chosen… royal blue
representing the Royal County of Berkshire and green for Palmer Park,
the birthplace of the club
Logo chosen, but only after approval granted by Warner Brothers, as
we were anxious not to infringe the American conglomerate’s copyright
ownership of the cartoon bird
First club vests distributed to ten members at a pasta party at Eversley
on April 4th, the day before the 1987 Reading Half Marathon

9
8
9
1

Thames Valley Cross-Country League
fixture at Mapledurham is the club’s
first-ever organised race

BLISS adopted as first club charity,
raising funds for special-care baby
unit at Royal Berkshire Hospital
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Two good to be true By COLIN COTTELL

2017 10-mile record-breaker
Jonny Hay with Roadrunner
Charlie Macklin

THE idea for the Bramley 20/10, Reading

who was heavily involved in devising

Roadrunners flagship event, came out of

the strategy, said the idea was to give

the club’s ‘RR2000’ strategy, which was
developed in the early 1990s.
Former club chairman Paul Kurowski,
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First club dinner-dance at
Wokingham Town FC as
membership passes 400

something back to the running community
and to provide races to help runners to
prepare for the Reading Half Marathon
and the London Marathon. This explains

First Roadrunners social relay
to Devizes, marking opening of
Kennet and Avon Canal
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the unusual, possibly unique, two

rapid 1.42.43 in last year’s 20-mile event

distances and the timing, usually in mid-

and earned him both course records.

February. Over the years, thousands of
runners have used the Bramley 20/10 as
essential preparation for these events.
The

Reading

Chronicle,

The Bramley 20/10 has not been
without incident. In 1996 it was delayed
for an hour by fog, and in 2001 it was

which

cancelled the day before the race

supported the event, reported that

because of foot and mouth disease.

entry on the first day in 1995 was £8

Long-time

and £7 for the 20-mile and 10-mile

member Jim Kiddie remembers teams

races respectively.

of club members phoning around as

Minibuses were available to transport
runners from the car parks to the start.

Reading

Roadrunners

late as Sunday morning to tell those
who had entered the bad news.

The club newsletter reported the event

On the day the race should have taken

an outstanding success with a rush of

place, club members were positioned

on-the-day entries pushing the total

on the approaches to Bramley to turn

number of runners to more than 1,000.

back any runners who hadn’t heard.  

With no more than 300 entries

After many years of timing the results

anticipated, it is hardly surprising that

manually, Bramley became the first

resources were stretched, with the

Reading Roadrunners event to use

result that the race started ten minutes

chip-timing, while the race’s UKA gold

late. Over the years the number of

standard status is a testimony not only

entries continued to rise, and these

to the scores of marshals and others

days combined total of 1,400 regularly

who turn out on the day, but also to the

finish the two races.

hard work of the race committee.
always

Although the Bramley 20/10 continues

attracted a high-quality field. The

The

Bramley

to be organised by volunteers in their

tradition continues, with this year’s 10-

spare time, it is fair to say it has more

mile male winner Jonny Hay (Aldershot,

than met the expectations set for it by a

Farnham & District) finishing in a new

forward-thinking club committee more

course record of 48.55. This follows his

than 20 years ago.

0
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20/10

has

Tony Canning takes over as
new chairman after Charlotte
Keenan steps down

ROADRUNNERS

marathons, during this year’s

treasurer Sandy

Bramley 20.

Sheppard catches up

Phil, a cerebral palsy sufferer, and

with Mick and Phil,

his dad, from Stratford-on-Avon,

regulars in southern

have a best time of 46minutes for

marathons and half

10k and 4hrs 12mins for a marathon.

Mick said after the 2017 Bramley race:
“Thanks for all your kindness to us over the years.
“You’ll probably never understand how much Roadrunners
and many others have helped give us our lives back after
living and coping with Phil’s illness.
“We were literally broken, but are now approaching 850
races after 15 years of pushing Phil.
“We have used the power of running to rebuild our
shattered lives.”

1
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Roadrunners southern area
winners of Today’s Runner
magazine club-of-the-year award

Two Dinton Relays held
during year as the club
membership exceeds 500
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Swallowing flies

FROM the beginning, the Dinton
Pastures handicap relay race has always
had its own distinctive character and
flavour.
It combines a team event and a
handicap system that rewards pace
judgment rather than raw speed, giving
the slowest runner the same chance of
winning as the fastest.
Afterwards there is opportunity to

1
9
9
1

By COLIN COTTELL

enjoy a summer evening lakeside.  
The brainchild of then club chairman,
Charlotte Keenan, and Karen Edwards,
the first event around the lakeside
trails of Dinton Pastures took place on
August 21st, 1990.
For the first two years, teams of
four competed, with   each runner’s
handicap being based on their
10k time. Penalty

Original club member Roger
Pritchard announced as
Roadrunner of the Year

17
points were awarded for every second
above or below their projected
time, with the winning team being
the one with the lowest number of
points. No watches were allowed.
The first event didn’t work out too

Roadrunners club members only and
the other for members of invited local
clubs, the event returned to one race
for all.
In 1997 Karen Edwards handed
over race directorship to Richard
Hammerson. According to Richard the
weather was always a worry, especially
for the post-race barbecue.
However, he says this this did little to
dampen spirits, with runners cramming

Charlotte Keenan
badly with five teams finishing within a
minute of each other.
After two years, the format changed
to the current rules, with each runner (as
part of a team of three) running against
their own projected time.

Richard Hammerson

It is not unusual for individual runners
to finish exactly on their projected time,
although based on the last six years’
results no team has yet managed it.

There was only one year when the race
was cancelled, which was 2007 when
part of the course was flooded.

After a period during which two races
a year were held, one for Reading

2
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9
1

Club’s first car-boot sale
held in Prospect Park,
now in its 25th year

themselves into the small room next to
the BBQ area.

Richard continued to organise this
unique race until 2014, when he handed
over to Sandra Sheppard.

Lesley Whiley leads Roadrunners team
picked to represent Berkshire in intercounties 20 miles
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Why we run: beer,
cake & friendship

By PAUL MONAGHAN

AS hobbies go, running has to be up

fanatics take on their challenges? A

there with the craziest. But why do

Roadrunners Facebook poll elicited

multi-marathon

runners,

obsessive

parkrunners and hardcore cross-country

2
9
9
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some thought-provoking, and witty,
answers:

Special Olympics become
adopted charity, with Chris
Smith as co-ordinator
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“Most of all it gives me time
to be me - not mummy,
daughter, sister, friend or
employee... just me.”
“You get out of it what you put
in. It makes you feel great and happy…
a natural high!”
“It’s pure ‘me’ time with like-minded
people who soon enough become
friends.”
“I run to feel good, get fit, reduce stress.
But I also run because it breaks down
barriers between classes, races and
jobs.”
“I get out what I put into my training
and in my races, and running gives me a
sense of achievement and camaraderie.”
“It’s a sport that has given me my friends
and family.”
“Because the TV is crap.”
“Because the endorphins are
reward enough.”
“For all-round well-being. And
cake.”
“To see the world... and try the
local beers.”
“Bruce Springsteen was
right − we were born to
run. Running turned

3
9
9
1

us from apes into humans.”
“To keep me sane.”
“You can just step out of your front

door and go. And it’s free.”
“Two teenagers in the house.”

“So that I can outrun muggers and irate
husbands.”

“I run because for every mile you run,
you add one minute to your life. This
enables you, at the age of 85, to spend
an additional five months
in a nursing home at
£5,000 a month!!”
“So I can eat more.”
“To get muddy as hell.”
“To challenge myself in

a world with so little real

challenge for a middle-aged white guy
living in a first-world country. Oh, and

because medals impress girls.”

“For the sheer joy of getting out there. It
makes me smile.”
“I run for that wonderful moment when
you are running well, injury-free and

you feel like you are flying. The other

95 per cent of the time I hate it.”

“For fun, fitness and friendship. Not
necessarily in that order.”

Roadrunners second in
Today’s Runner national crosscountry league final at Luton

‘RR2000 - A strategy for the
future’ is developed. Much of
it still relevant today
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Roadrunners Chippendales
team at the Potteries
Marathon, 1993

Half a million
reasons to be proud

By JIM KIDDIE

SO, you think you know a thing or

A. 1989, when Tim Leverton raised

two about Reading Roadrunners club

around £5,000 for the Royal Berks

charity? Then why not try this Q & A

Incubator Appeal.

session…you may learn some amazing

Q. Has there been a club-nominated
charity every single year since then?

facts.
Q. When did the nominated club

A. Yes, the record stands unbroken for

charity start?

28 years.

3
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Club take part in
Thames Relay from
London to Reading
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Q. What is the grand total collected in
all those years?
A. A staggering £579,733. However, if
we include payments made directly to
the various charities (rather than via the
club) by the end of 2017 the total could
well be over £600,000.
Q. Which charity collection raised the
greatest amount?
A. In 2009 Steve Lee collected £33,666.
If we include payments made directly
to the charity that total rises to over
£40,000. This is even more inspiring
when you realise Steve knew at the
outset that he was terminally ill with
mesothelioma but still went on to
raise the money for the June Hancock
Mesothelioma Research Fund. He
and his wife Ros ran the Reading Half
Marathon that year in a blaze of publicity.
Steve Lee with the
cheque raised for the
June Hancock
Mesothelioma
Fund.

4
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Sadly Steve died just over a year later.
Q. Where does most of the money
come from?
A. The largest contribution is made by
car boot sales. Between 2012 and 2015
alone they raised £42,600. The second
largest contribution is probably from the
races organised by the club via Bramley,
Shinfield and Mortimer. After that the
list is endless, but includes bucket
collections, raffles, club calendars and
poetry books, quizzes and competitions
and some very generous individual
donations. The sale of refreshments at
club quizzes, races and other events has
raised thousands over the years thanks
to Toni McQueen and her helpers.
Q. What is a bucket collection?
A. Volunteers run with a bucket for
the chosen charity and spectators
throw money into it. If that sounds
simple remember that at big races, like
London Marathon or Reading Half, the
bucket soon becomes too heavy to
hold (let alone run with) and drop-off
bucket holders have to be positioned
strategically along the route to pick up
their collections. The bucket collectors
often dress up in something reflecting
their charity. Don’t forget bucket

Dave Hydon runs 325 miles from
Newcastle to Reading, raising £600
for Wokingham Animal Rescue

Roadrunners third in
national cross-country final
at Peterborough
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collections need to be in urban
areas – there’s no point in
taking a bucket into the
countryside!

enough – Geoff Chaffer has headed
six charity years. Tim Povey and
Sid Gibbs have done three
apiece.

Q. Who is involved in the
car boot sales?

Q. What happens to all the
money raised?

A. Few people in
the club have done
more
“behind-thescenes” work than
this band of unsung
heroes. One of the
main organising forces
has been Geoff Chaffer,
and other stalwarts
include Bill McGow,
Christine Usher, David
and Diane Stares, Tim
Povey, Diane Augustus,
Kathy
Tytler,
Richard
Hammerson, Sid Gibbs (and
his late wife, Betty) and Lesley
Whiley. Another regular, Merv
Silk, is no longer able to attend
for health reasons.

A. If you attend the annual
dinner-dance you will
know the answer to
this one. Tim Povey
prepares an enlarged
cheque which is then
presented to someone
from the charity in a small
ceremony.
Q. Does any one name

deserve special mention?

A. So many people have given
freely of their time over the
last 27 years that it would
be impossible to name them
all, and apologies go to those
not mentioned. However, few
would deny Tim Povey

Q. Who has headed up
most charity years?
A. Heading up a charity
for one year is arduous
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this
After
Tim Povey at
Reading Half, 1998

Geoff Chaffer co-ordinator as
British Epilepsy Association
become club charity

special
all,

mention.

where

the

charity is concerned, he
is very special!
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Ups and downs of
social running
CHRISTINE USHER is one of
the legends of Reading
Roadrunners. Among her
remarkable achievements has
been a 3hrs 27mins marathon at
the age of 58, becoming British
half marathon champion for the

60-plus age group and completing
the Comrades Marathon just
before her 70th birthday.
Now 81, she has graduated from

5
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running to long-distance walking,
but found time in her preparation
for the North Yorkshire Moors 100
to recount some of her happy days
in the green vest..

Club win national
cross-country final at
Nottingham

Roadrunners victorious at
Ridgeway Relay in new
course record time
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AFTER I joined Reading Roadrunners in

with the organisation. First we had

1991 I took part in and organised many

to hire two minibuses and find four

social relays.

volunteers to drive, and also find a pub

They were always great fun and offered
a chance to make new friends. They

near the finish for a meal on a Sunday
evening.

usually followed one of the national

We also had to recce the route to

trails or waymarked routes as this was

clarify where waymarks were missing

supposed to make navigation easier.

and do a ‘risk assessment’ before such

The first one I remember was a run
from Tower Bridge to Reading Bridge
and I don’t think I missed one after
that until I got too slow. I probably did
about 15 to 20.
I fondly remember the Ridgeway. One
group ran the western half and another
the eastern half, and we met up at
Goring.
Others included the Kennet and Avon
Canal, the Wayfarers route and the
Three Castles path.

things existed. Then we had to find
somewhere for the minibuses to park
where there were no height barriers.
Once we had that sorted we divided
the runners into informal groups so
that the stronger runners did the hillier,
longer legs and we kept some legs very
short for the tortoises.
Sometimes things went a bit wrong –
with falls or delays − but on the whole
the days were fairly stress-free. An
exception was the Grand Union Canal
run when the men were instructed to

In the days when the club was smaller

turn on to the Slough branch.

the annual relay was a great occasion.

Well, we all know men don’t listen. We

Besides the minibuses, fleets of cars

waited and waited and waited. By the

followed the route and spouses and

time they turned up we were late for our

children joined in.   Nearly everyone

meal and they were not very popular.

gathered for a big picnic somewhere

That was the day Tim’s hair went grey.

scenic. It always seemed to be sunny!

We had another problem on the North

For many years I helped Tim Povey,

Downs. Some people can’t help racing

Geoff Chaffer, Kathy Tytler and others

ahead of the group and ended up at

5
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Paul Kurowski is awarded
Roadrunner of the Year and
takes over as chairman
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Farnham Station when the rest of us
were in a pub.
Of course a lot of these relays took
place before mobile phones were
available. All the people who organised
these events are now past their sellby date, so hopefully some younger
members will keep them going.
In 1995 we ran from John O’Groats to
Reading while Dave Hydon and his dog
Zola ran from Lands End to Reading.
We finished on a Wednesday evening
with a celebratory lap of the track.
Twelve of us set off in snow from the
very north of Scotland and a total of 17
took part at some stage. Andy Stafford
and Dwayne Stewart had organised
several support cars and bikes but we
hadn’t booked much accommodation
or planned the route.
A small group, including Lesley Whiley,
would set off at 6am while the rest of us
had breakfast and then we would catch
them up with their bacon sarnies.
We ran singly or occasionally in pairs
until late evening when we looked for
somewhere to eat and stay. I think we
set a record for the number of people
in a Travelodge room.
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Voted ‘Club of the
Year’ at Reading
Sports Awards

Everything went smoothly until
Nottingham. There I tripped and got a
stone embedded next to my kneecap. I
still have the scar.
Andy made a very elaborate dressing
and they took me to A&E. The facilities
at our lodgings that night were rather
bizarre – all the loos, showers and basins
were in a corridor and I remember
coming out of the toilet at the same

“..we were late
for our meal and
were not very
popular. That
was the day Tim
Povey’s hair went
grey!”
instant that Dwayne came out of the
adjacent shower. I was fully dressed!
The landlady got a crush on Andy and
the rest of us were lucky to get served
at breakfast.
Having successfully completed that
trip the following year we decided
to do the complete John O’Groats
to Lands End. This time we had radio
communication between a car and a

Track closed for 12 weeks for
resurfacing. Training held around
Palmer Park instead
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minibus but only Dwayne had a mobile
phone. We had one very worrying
experience when some runners lost
contact for several hours but we all
ended up at the correct pub and
relaxed over a delicious lunch.
There was another problem when

We negotiated the Severn Bridge
and then discovered how hilly Devon
is. We eventually reached Lands End
on a Sunday evening. A café there had
stayed open late to feed us – but then
it was a dash back to Reading for work
the following day.

hospitalised near Manchester and we

I never did find out exactly how much
we raised for multiple sclerosis from
these two events – but we had an

had to leave him there.

enormous amount of fun!

a dehydrated Paul McCarron was

6
9
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The 1996 John O’Groats
to Lands End team

Karen Edwards announced as
Roadrunner of the Year
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5am pint and a
run in the sun
MISSED flights, forgetting
to enter races, being late for
starts, celebrating too hard
and running off with the race

By PAUL MONAGHAN

director… it’s all part and
parcel of the wonderful life
of Roadrunners who regularly
venture abroad...

Roadrunners in front of the
Reichstag at the Berlin Marathon

7
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June Fun Day at Palmer
Park to celebrate the
club’s 10th birthday...

... despite the celebrations,
another Roadrunners triumph
at Ridgeway Relay
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PETE MORRIS and Martin Bush paved
the way for Roadrunners from the early
90s. Now it’s not just the usual suspects
who travel regularly, but a common
phenomenon throughout the club.
At the 2013 Munich Marathon so many
of our members entered that we had
trouble finding a restaurant big enough
to fit us all in.
New members beware! It can become
addictive and you’ll soon find yourself
in the position of not being able to ever
have a ‘normal’ holiday again
Roadrunner Rachael Derry said: “If
anyone had said to me a couple of
years ago, one day you will choose to
do a race while on holiday, I would have
laughed. Why on earth would I be so
crazy?
“Well, after my first experience of this
just a few months ago, I can now see
why! Fun, exercise, lots of socialising,
sun, beer, great food, friends, the
opportunity to see a new city, amazing
Expos… what is there not to love?
“I started hearing about these trips
abroad during my first year at the

to running abroad, I wanted to be a part
of it and I decided to join a group on a
marathon trip to Malaga.
“I didn’t run, but I had the most
amazing time with fellow Roadrunners.
“It was great to see a new place and I
made sure I supported everyone during
the race and at the finish line.
“The experience made me eager
to do it again last year, and I saw a
Facebook event had been created for

“To anyone who
hasn’t considered
running abroad,
I would say...
JUST DO IT!”
a Roadrunners trip to Valencia. Never
having been there before, John Bullock
and I decided to sign up; John doing
the marathon and me doing the 10k.
“The whole experience was amazing,
from a full English and a pint at 5am in the
airport, to tapas and wine in the gorgeous

Roadrunners in 2015, and saw lots of

Spanish sun.   And what made it better

photos, which made me incredibly

was having a group of fabulous people

jealous. Although I did not yet feel up

to enjoy the whole experience with.
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Carol Bowker club’s first lady to break
three hours as three coachloads of
Roadrunners descend on London Marathon
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“What I wasn’t expecting was, on the

nervous about the concept, I would just

day before the race, to suddenly have a

say DO IT! There will be plenty of like-

change of heart and sign up for only my

minded people to support you while

second marathon!

you’re there.”

“It felt amazing that I was running a
marathon in a different country and
that I had the support of Reading
Roadrunners who were also there.
Although I came last out of the group,
everyone waited for me at the finish so

Rachael’s partner John Bullock says:
“It’s not expensive to sign up for the
events abroad. With cheap flights and
using Airbnb, you can keep the budget
to a minimum.

we could celebrate together and have

”Racing abroad seems like a good

the famous group post-race photo.

excuse to have an extra holiday that you

“To anyone who hasn’t considered

wouldn’t normally take … and pretend

running abroad, or who may be a bit

it’s purely for health reasons.”
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Club won Thames Valley League,
finished fourth in national final
and joined Hampshire League

More success in both
the Ridgeway and
Cotswold relays
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How social media
has changed the
running world
DURING the 70s and 80s dodgy
haircuts were the norm and computers
were complicated devices requiring a
knowledge in programming and usually
the domain of pizza-eating sweaty
social rejects in their bedrooms.
Things did improve after our very own

By PAUL MONAGHAN

How do you go about finding races?
Look on Runners World website. Most
races are repeated from previous years.  
How do you go about finding inaugural
parkruns?

I usually first hear on new parkrun

geek Tim Berners-Lee invented the
web, which gave birth to the internet.
Ten

years

ago

all

Roadrunners

information was seen in the newsletter

A pre-internet Ian Giggs,
with mum and brother,
1990

or sent out via email. While this was
great, these days we’re in a better place
for social interaction.
Everywhere you look people are
staring into their smart phones to check
on Facebook or other social media.
The rise of Facebook, WhatsApp
and Twitter on our phones has had
an enormous impact on our club.
Roadrunners parkrun legend Ian Giggs
puts this into perspective when he
answered a few questions…
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Kathy Tytler organises
the first Kennet and Avon
Canal relay
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Facebook page, or someone posts a

cheque with SAE. Bit of a nightmare

link to a new one. It can also be by word-

really. When I was a junior I could

of-mouth from other runners.

twist my mum’s arm to pay which was

9am on a Saturday can have you

probably even easier than online entry.

pushed for time. How do you calculate
the time & distance?

How do you get groups together for
parkrun visits?

Google Maps. Find where the parkrun

Message via email, texts or Facebook or

is and calculate from where I live. I’ve

arrange at a parkrun for a future event.

already got 100 routes and travel times

There may be a group of people who

planned out. They are divided out

go to one who tend to go to others.

into regions of the country. These are

Sometimes it can just be via word of

documented on an Excel spreadsheet.

mouth.

I aim to do all parkuns within two hours’

SOCIAL MEDIA has enabled parkrun

drive from home. That’s a feasible

participation to grow at an alarming

distance and time to get there on the

rate. If pictures of happy, sweaty faces

actual morning without staying over.

after a parkrun were not available every

Do you occasionally get lost?

Saturday, would people be as tempted

It does happen and we can end up

to run one?

pushed for time. We will sometimes

Facebook makes it so much easier for

change our minds and use our phones

members to see what their friends are

to find one within easier reach. Ten years

up to and keeps them up to date in real

ago I guess we would have needed an

time.

AA road atlas.

I often organise race trips abroad.

How does this compare to say, entering
races in the 90s?

It’s just so easy to invite people along
using social media. Being fairly new to

It’s a lot easier to pay online now. In
the past I would have needed entry

running, it’s the only way I know.
We now take technology and social

forms and to have written out cheques.

media for granted and it has no doubt

I’d have completed a form and sent a

improved the lives of most of us.
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Our V35 ladies second in
British Vets road relays final
in Birmingham...

...and our senior ladies
runners-up in SEAA
Relay at Aldershot
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A life less ordinary
By PAUL MONAGHAN

LEGENDARY Roadrunner Martin
Bush rather likes collecting
medals. And he particularly likes
doing it the hard way.
Medals, fridge magnets, corks,
bottle tops and all manner of
souvenirs are Martin’s passion,
and he treasures every one.
They have been earned on an
incredible journey of more than
900 marathons, which places
him third on Britain’s all-time
list of those who have
completed the gruelling
26.2-miles distance.

Theresa May is humbled in the
presence of Martin Bush
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Chris Mason is first Roadrunner
to finish in London Marathon for
seventh time in the 1990’s
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By the time you read this, Bushy’s total
will be moving inexorably towards the
magic 1,000 marathons. He finds one to

When did you reach 100?
Abingdon in 1995.

enter most weekends, and quite often

Has injury ever kept you out for a spell?

sneaks one in midweek.

Yes I had a mini-stroke while running the

Many of his events take place abroad,
and a good number of them in the
company of another club legend, Pete

Malta Marathon and was out for eight
months in 2003. My first marathon back
was in October of that year in Dublin.
Do you plan on reaching the magic

Morris.
Those who train for a spring and

1,000 marathons?

autumn marathon every year can’t

That’s my aim. The only things that

comprehend it. Do the maths. Run a

could stop me are work, money, health

marathon a week for the next 15 years

problems or an injury.

and you still won’t have caught Martin.

What’s the worst fancy dress you’ve

Trying to find out what makes him

ever had to wear?

tick, we make no apology for repeating

That’s difficult as I’ve really enjoyed

this interview published in the club

every one. I started off as a monk (they

newsletter a couple of years ago…

used to call me Martin the Monk) and

How old were you when you entered
your first marathon?
I was 30. It was at Abingdon in 1990.

have also been the Queen, a policeman,
a clown and  several others.
Prefer abroad or the UK?

What’s your best race and why?

Definitely

It has to be the New York Marathon. It

travelling and meeting different people.

just has everything. The crowds, the
support, the scenery, the organisation.

abroad.

Better

weather,

more beer after races, and I just love
Do you think Pete Morris will ever

It’s just faultless with an amazing

catch you up?

atmosphere.

Don’t make me laugh, he has no chance.
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Roadrunner of the Month
award suspended due to
insufficient nominations...

...but Thursday night
summer pub runs start
and are still going
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He’s a parkrun boy at heart.

and it’s about the size of a car wheel.

What famous people have you met on
your travels?

*To
view
Martin’s
stats
visit
100marathonclub.org.uk. Don’t worry,

There was Frank Bruno, Ron Hill at

they will have changed by the time you
log on.

Blackpool Marathon, Liz McColgan
at Preston Marathon, Paula Radcliffe
at Brighton Marathon and Norman
Wisdom at the Isle of Man.
What’s the toughest marathon you’ve
ran?

Martin runs the Reading Half
Marathon as the
Queen

The Isle of Wight. As well as it being
really hilly I had to put up with Pete.
What’s the wackiest one you’ve ran?
Medoc wins this hands down as it’s
just brilliant. Basically you’re running
through a French vineyard in fancy
dress, sampling local wines at the water
stops. I’ve done it in 6:30, managing
to stop off at every wine station. I think
there were 21 of them.
Prefer road or off-road?
Road.
What has been your favourite
medal?
I love every one of them but at
a push it has to be Texas. It’s by
far the biggest one I have earned
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Bramley 20/10 cancelled
due to an outbreak of footand-mouth disease...
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Ode to running
A job to be done without delay,
Remaining focused was the order of
the day.
The sun shone as crowds gathered of
all age,
This morning the city would be the
runners’ stage.

By PAUL MONAGHAN

The gun fired and off we surged,
Time for all doubts to now be purged.
Miles later we crossed the finish,
That rush of adrenalin would take time
to diminish.
A medal received along with a cheer,
Now off to murder an ice-cold beer.

Can I run this? Was I in good shape?
But surrounded by runners, was too
late to escape.
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...and Shinfield 10k called
off because of police
concerns about traffic

Track closed due to subsidence on
football pitch. Training switched to
Suttons Business Park
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Time for tea

Longest-serving club chairman
Glynne Jones and Shirley Smith

AS PART of the 30th birthday
celebrations, some of the original and
early members of the club were recently
invited to an afternoon tea party at
Suttons Bowling Club, Lower Earley.
The current committee started to put
together a list of names and began to
track a few people down.
Slowly the list began to grow, although
unfortunately the original chairman,
Charlotte Keenan, was unable to attend,
nor were Stan Eldon and his wife Marion.

A birthday cake baked by Peter Higgs
as well as sandwiches were available,
while Chris Mason presented a slide
show and video from the early years of
the club.
Although 12 of the original members
from 1987 are still members, many of
the others had not seen each other for
a number of years.
Hopefully they will all be back for the
40th birthday celebrations in 2027.
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Clockwise from top-left: Lesley Whiley and Karen Edwards; Current chairman Carl
Woffington with the cake; Richard Hammerson, Pat and
and Terry
Terry Harris
Harris (Kim
(Kim Steven’s
Stevens’
parents), Lin and Jeff Cushing; Roger Pritchard, Chris Mason, Bill McGow, Chris
Smith, Brian Payne; Karen Edwards, Rob and Rosalie Penlington; Kim Stevens
(orginal
(originalclub
clubsecretary),
secretary),Charles
Charles
Stevens,
Stevens,
JanJan
Cook;
Cook;
PaulPaul
Douglas
Douglas
(former
(former
socialsocial
sec),
Simon
secretary),
Cook
Simon
(original
Cook
race
(original
director),
raceJohn
director)
Goodall.
and John Goodall.

NICHOLAS ADLEY NICKI AITKEN PETER AKED JOE AKEM-CHE RACHEL ALLAWAY DE
VERONICA
38 ANDREW TOM ANTHISTLE MARK APSEY STEVEN ARMITAGE TRISHA ARNOLD
JULIE BAGLEY LORRAINE BAILEY JOHN BAILEY BARRY BAKER NIGEL BARKER CHRI
BELLAMY-ROSSER JONATHAN BELSON ANDY BENNETT HANNAH BENNETT PAUL BILL
BOOTH CAROL BOWKER HEATHER BOWLEY JOHN BOWLEY JENNY BOXWELL GARY BR
SEB BRIGGS SIMON BRIMACOMBE DANIEL BROCK LAURA BROOKS DAVE BROWN CA
ROBERT BUNDRED DAVID BUNTING ANGELA BURLEY KEVIN BURREE ROBERT BURSEL
ROBERT CANNINGS ROB CANT MANDY CARDEN NEIL CARPENTER SALLY CARPENTER
GEOFFREY CHAFFER AARON CHAI LAURA CHANDLER DEREK CHAPMAN RICHARD CHAR
MARIE COCKER JAMIE COLE PETER COOK ROB COOPER FRANK COOPER JANE COPLAN
CECILIA CSEMICZKY JOHN CULLINGHAM ANDREW CURD CHRIS CUTTING PALEE D’SO
DAVIS ZOE DE LA PASCUA STEPHEN DELLOW JAMES DELVES SIMON DENTON FLEUR
DINGLE HELEN DIXON EDWARD DODWELL FERGAL DONNELLY SARAH DOOLEY CATH
RITA DYKES ANTHONY EASTAWAY YVONNE EDWARDS KEITH ELLIS ALIX EYLES WAY
DAVID FERRIS ANDREW FEW ALYSON FEW ELISABETH FEW DAVID FIDDES ELIZABET
ELIZABETH GANPATSINGH ROGER GANPATSINGH KATIE GASH SARAH GEE PAUL GELL SI
NICOLA GILLARD SCOTT GILLESPIE PAUL GODBOLD KEVIN GODDARD ANNE GOODAL
BRIAN GRIEVES HELEN GRIEVES ALISON GRINTER WILLIAM GUEST KATIE GUMBRELL
HAMMOND IVAN HARDING SARAH HARFORD CAROLINE HARGREAVES ALEX HARRIS EW
PATRICK HAYES KENNY HEATON KATHERINE HEATON ROBERT HELE MICHAEL HIBB
LEE STILES HINTON JAKE HIOM DIANE HODDER TIM HOGARTH SHIRLEY HOLMES CAND
HUCKLE SIMON HUNT IAN HUSBAND ALICE MARY JACKSON CAROLINE JACKSON SIAN
PETE JEWELL BROOKE JOHNSON GLYNNE JONES ELIZABETH JONES HYWEL JONES K

Reading Roadrunners wearing
their favourite race vests.

EAN ALLAWAY MOIRA ALLEN SARAH ALSFORD MATTHEW ANDRADE MARK ANDREW
D ANDREW ATKINSON LIZ ATKINSON LOUISE ATKINSON DIANE AUGUSTUS LORNA
39 BACK
IS BARKUS CLIVE BATE SUZANNE BATE SARAH BATE LAURA BATTEN KEN BECK JO
LING JUNE BILSBY KEVIN BILSBY MARGOT BISHOP JOE BLAIR LUCY BOLTON LINDA
RAMPTON KRISTIN BRANDL ANDREW BREAKSPEAR ALEXA BRIGGS LORETTA BRIGGS
ATHERINE BRUCE JONATHAN BRYAN CHRIS BULEY GEMMA BULEY JOHN BULLOCK
LL RICHARD BURY MARTIN BUSH COLIN BYERS CHRISTINA CALDERON TONY CANNING
R CATHERINE CARR PAUL CARTER BLUE CASWELL DAVID CASWELL EMMA CASWELL
RLEY MICHAEL CHARLTON ESTELLE CHASE SOCRATES CHRISTIDIS DAVID CLAY ANNE
ND PAVLOVICH ROBERT CORNEY COLIN COTTELL ROS CRAWFORD PALOMA CRAYFORD
OUZA CHARLI DALE CHRIS DARBY PETER DARNELL BRETT DATE JANE DAVIES SIMON
R DENTON RACHEL DERRY MARY CAROL DEZUTTER JILL DIBBEN DAVID DIBBEN ANDY
HERINE DOUGLAS MARTIN DOUGLAS CHRIS DREW SARAH DREW MATTHEW DURMAN
YNE FARRUGIA MO FASSIHINIA PETER FELGATE BRIAN FENNELLY JULIET FENWICK
TH FLETCHER ALAN FREER KERRI FRENCH CARMEN FUENTES-VILCHEZ JENNY GALE
IDNEY GIBBS TREVOR GIBSON IAN GIGGS PAUL GILES DAVID GILLARD GILLIAN GILLARD
LL GARETH GOODALL ADELE GRAHAM NIKKI GRAY EMMA GRENSIDE ROBERT GRICE
L LIANG GUO DANIEL GURNEY RICHARD HALLAM-BAKER RICHARD HAMMERSON SAM
WAN HARRIS TERRY HARRIS TOM HARRISON CHRISTINE HART ANGELIQUE HASWELL
BERD TRACEY HICKS SARAH HICKS SHERYL HIGGS PETER HIGGS SARA HIGUERUELA
DIS HOLMES SOPHIE HOSKINS CAROLINE HOSKINS JULIAN HOUGH NIGEL HOULT LITA
N JAMES CHRIS JAMES MARY JANSSEN ASHLEY JEGGO PAUL JENKINS TRACY JENKINS
KEVIN JONES STUART JONES CAROLINE JUDGE ANNA JUROLAIT DELPHINE KARGAYAN

STUART KEEP CHRISTOPHER KELLY JOANNE KENT PAUL KERR ALICE KERR ERICA KEY
KOTECHA
40 PENNY KUROWSKI PAUL KUROWSKI TRACEY LASAN DAVID LEAKE CATHERINE
NICK LISLE CHLOE LLOYD ANTHONY LONG HELEN LOW CHRISTOPHER LUCAS JEFF LUCK
CLAIRE MARKS ANDREA MARNOCH ALASDAIR MARNOCH ARTURO MARTINEZ DE MURGU
MCDONALD LISA MCGINTY WILLIAM MCGOW RAY MCGROARTY IAN MCGUINNESS EDDI
JAMES MESTON ASHLEY MIDDLEWICK DANIELLE MILBANK CHRISTOPHER MILLER TI
MOLLISON JULIA MOLYNEUX PAUL MONAGHAN TAMARA MOON JONATHAN MOORE LEI
BRENDAN MORRIS PETER MORRIS LINDA MORTON GARIEL MUDZI JENNIFER MULHEAR
JOSEPH NOONAN LANCE NORTCLIFF MARIA NORVILLE JENNY OAKLEY HANNAH OATLEY
PATNI ANDY PATRICK DARREN PEARSON SIMON PERALTA ALEX PEREZ ALEXANDRE PF
POVEY DAVID POWER RUSSELL PRENTICE JOHN PRESTON ROGER PRITCHARD GEOFF P
REDDY JUDY REDDY SABA REEVES PETER REILLY GAVIN RENNIE MATTHEW RICHARDS A
RICKETT STEPHEN RIDLEY JUDITH RITCHIE ANDREA ROBERSON NICK ROBEY DARRELL R
ANDREW RUNNACLES KEITH RUSSELL ANNETTE RUSSELL STUART RUTHERFORD KEVIN
COLLETT PATRICIA SEABROOK CLAIRE SEYMOUR BRIAN SHAVE ANGHARAD SHAW SANDR
STEVEN SIDDELL MERVYN SILK JAMES SILMAN JANE SILVEY MELVIN SILVEY STEVEN
SMITH RICHARD SMITH BEN SMITH JACQUELINE SMITH MARK SMITH ANDREW SMIT
STARES KINGSLEY STARLING KIM STEVENS LIZ STEVENS ANNE STEWART-POWER DWAY
MAUREEN SWEENEY JAMES TALBOT PETER TAPLEY SIMON TAPLEY SAMANTHA TAYLOR
TOWERS KELVIN TSE BELINDA TULL GRAHAM TULL HOLLY TURNER JAIME TURNER GA
KATHY VICKERS IAN WAITLAND TONY WALKER MARK WALKER DAVID WALKLEY SARAH
WHALLEY LESLEY WHILEY PHILIPPA WHITE STEVE WILKS VINCE WILLIAMS ALAN WIL
CARL WOFFINGTON TINA WOFFINGTON DAVE WOOD CLAIRE WOODHOUSE MARK WORR

Y JAMES KIDDIE LISA KILBY BRIAN KIRSOPP SUSAN KNIGHT SEV KONIECZNY NELESH
E LEATHER ROS LEE DAVID LEGG DAVID LENNON JULIAN LEWIS JO LEWIS IRENE
41LIMING
KING GRACE LYON CHARLIE MACKLIN ROBERT MACLEAN GILL MANTON CHRIS MANTON
UIA CHRIS MASON COLIN MCCARLIE DAVID MCCOY DAVID MCCOY SARAH MCDADE ALAN
IE MCINDOE HANNAH MCPHEE TONI MCQUEEN EUGENE MCSORLEY SHAMILAH MEHTA
IM MILLER PAUL MILNES PETER MISKELL MANISHA MOHAN ALAN MOLLEY DUNCAN
IGHTON MORE MATTHEW MORGAN RICHARD MORGAN SARAH MORGAN LOUIS MORLEY
RN ANNETTE MULLIGAN JOHN MULLIGAN VINCE MURBY ANDY MUTTON THOMAS NASH
ANDREW OSBORN SUSANNAH PALMER SIMON PALMER ALICE PAPIEROWSKI HIMANSHU
FIOTER ELEANOR PHIPPS BRIAN PINCHAM DAVID PINK MARIA PIPI HELEN POOL TIM
PUMMELL JONATHAN PURSGLOVE JULIE RAINBOW KENNY RAMSEY PHILIP REAY MIKE
ANNA RICHMOND JULIE RICHMOND SARAH RICHMOND-DE’VOY DANIEL RICKETT NICOLE
ROBINS FIONA ROSS AMANDA ROSSER ELLIE ROY VERONIKA ROYLE SYLVIA ROZEMEIJER
N SANGSTER KATHERINE SARGEANT DONNA SAUNDERS RICHARD SCARR DONALD SCOTTRA SHEPPARD KEVIN SHEPPARD AMANDA SHERIDAN NIAMH SHERWOOD RUPERT SHUTE
N SIMMONS EVA SIMMONS JUSTIN SIMONS GURPRITPAL SINGH CHRIS SMITH SHIRLEY
TH PAUL SMITH JAMIE SMITH JOANNE SOLLESSE TOM STAGLES DAVID STARES DIANE
YNE STEWART-POWER RICKY STRAW ANTONY STREAMS KEVIN STRONG RACHEL SUTTON
R BOB THOMAS JANICE THOMAS ALAN THOMAS BETHANY THORPE ELLEN TOGHER HOLLY
ARY TUTTLE KATHY TYTLER SARAH URWIN-MANN CHRISTINE USHER RICHARD USHER
H WALTERS PETER WARREN JUSTIN WATKINS BILL WATSON BEN WHALLEY SAMANTHA
LSON MARY WILSON JULIE WING STEPHEN WING STEWART WING EDWARD WINGROVE
RINGHAM LINDA WRIGHT TOM WRIGHT ALISON WRIGLEY PAUL YOUNG CHRIS YOUNG

Not forgetting Anne Goodall and
Shirley Smith who were running the
front desk as we took the photo.
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Shin-field of dreams
By COLIN COTTELL

May The 4th Be With You.
Star Wars fun in 2015

THE origins of the Shinfield 10k have

around £2,000 needed Colin Mace,

more to do with football than running.

who was involved with the football club

The first event, in 1985, came about

along with fellow Reading Roadrunner

as a way of raising money to refurbish

Mel Brant, came up with the idea of a

Shinfield Boys Club pavilion. With

local fun run. The first run started and

2
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Ongoing problems with track, only
partially re-opened after discovery
of 17th century chalk pits

Another victory and
course record in the
Ridgeway Relay
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finished on the recreation ground at the

the local police − at that time Shinfield
had its own police station − who were

bottom of Millworth Lane.
The run has always been held on
May Day Bank Holiday Monday, in
conjunction with the traditional Fayre,

only too happy to block the road to
traffic. “Each year they used to ring us,
we didn’t have to ring them,” said Colin.

which has helped give it its own unique

In 1998, junior races were added to

flavour. It was like a family fun day,

the main fun run, making Shinfield an

which included a tug-of-war, a car boot

event that is truly one for the whole

sale, and a beer tent, as well as different

family. The fun run soon built up a

stalls.

reputation as a fast course with definite

The first staging was a great success,
with 610 runners competing, far more
than the 500 expected. Indeed, such

PB potential, and it is not unusual to see
more than 100 runners completing the
course in under 40 minutes.

was the demand that 40 runners had to

Under the auspices of the Shinfield

be turned away. “Fortunately we had

Association, a charity which supports

enough medals,” said Colin.
Reading

Roadrunners

began

its

association with the Shinfield 10k
by providing the race paraphernalia,
such as course signage and timing
equipment, as well as a number of
marshals to supplement those provided
by the football club. Early sponsors
were Nico’s restaurants, and Job’s dairy,
followed by Grovelands Farm Shop.  
From its early days, Shinfield has
always had a community ethos, with
local groups such as Shinfield Scouts
and the Red Cross providing support.
In the early days, this even extended to
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sport in the area, the run grew in
popularity with numbers going over
900 entries on a number of occasions.
After 15 years in charge Mace stood
down, followed shortly afterwards by
Brant, after which Reading Roadrunners
became the principal organisers of
the event, with Chris Smith coming on
board as race director.
Over the more than three decades
Shinfield has been running, it has raised
around £100,000 for the Shinfield
Association and Reading Roadrunners
charities.
Over the years, the growth of traffic

Liz Hartney leads V35s to
victory in British Veterans
XC relays at Croydon
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and associated safety concerns have
meant a change in the original course.
The start and finish have also moved
to the Shinfield Health Centre at
School Green. Chip-timing and UKA
accreditation have followed, although
the event continues its tradition of
being inclusive and open to all.
In recent years, Shinfield’s main
sponsor has been Enterprise

Security Distribution, owned by club
member Tony Streams.
More than 30 years after it began,
the Shinfield 10k continues to evolve.
Although originally under threat from
a giant new housing development in
the west of the village,
rerouting of the course
meant that the 2017
race was staged
successfully, as were
the junior races.  

Race originators
Mel Brant and Colin
Mace, who started
the event in 1985
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Glynne Jones becomes
chairman at difficult time
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“What have you
done for me lately?”

By FERGAL DONNELLY

REMEMBER the Janet
Jackson tune of
the mid 1980’s?

As with anything
in life, you only get back what
you put in.
And so we asked some fellow
Roadrunners what it is that
volunteering has given back to
them...
•

Alice Kerr enjoys “Cheering on our
club members and giving them

•

•

Chris Mason said: “I was race and

that boost they need if they are

press reporter for the Chronicle for

struggling.”

many years and newsletter editor

“Taking pictures,” is a thrill for Sev
Konieczny. “Collecting shots of
proud moments is a great mood

3
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for about 10 years. This really did
boost my confidence and selfesteem.”

enhancer,” she said.

John Huntley elected
secretary but resigns
within months

Chris Mason steps down
as newsletter editor after
11 years
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TEAMWORKING
SUPPORTING
CHARITABLE CAUSES

GROUP THERAPY

NURTURING

• Gill Glennon, former Bramley race
committee member, said: “I had no
idea how a race was organised but
now I know quite a lot. I think it gives
you confidence when you learn new
skills.”
• Marshalling at Shinfield 10k is “just
a nice day out, giving me that feelgood factor,” according to Chris
Todd-Davies.  
• Kim Stevens recalls taking her tenyear-old son to marshal at the London
Marathon, “He has never forgotten
the experience. He’s now 22!”  
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• Former charity co-ordinator Susie
Rees said: “It is a hugely rewarding
way of giving something back to the
club and to the cause that you are
passionate about.”
• Former coach Paul Kurowski said:
“Taking a beginner group was amazing,
as was coaching people who joined
as non-runners to get the running
bug. Getting Belinda Davies (now
Tull) and Carol Bowker into the elite
London Marathon start was a joy.”

Jim Kiddie takes over from Roger
Pritchard as general secretary, one
great club servant replacing another
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MAJOR EVENT SUPPORT
GETTING STUCK IN

ALWAYS WITH
A SMILE

HAVING FUN

• Ted Wingrove, former race organiser
for Woodley 10k, said:  “It’s important  
to participate in all aspects of the
sport to appreciate what it is like to
produce a successful event.”
• Bramley volunteer Geoff Fisher said:
“A few small actions by one for the
well-being of many.”
• Ladies’ Captain Sam Whalley said:“I
think that, by volunteering I am
showing my children that it is good to
do things for others. Hopefully they
will follow suit.”
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KIDS RULE!

• Fiona Ross claims she volunteers
“to get to know new people, make
new friends and to feel I am part of
a team.”
• John Bowley said: “You need to
volunteer so that you can enjoy the
club for many reasons, and seasons.”

Fair to say volunteering has
given an awful lot back to
those who have put in their
time and effort. As Jackson
herself exclaims: “Ooh ooh
ooh yeah!”

Liz Hartney named
as national Reebok
Challenge champion

Jenny Miller appointed
as the club’s first  welfare
officer
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Carl’s capital gains
EVER wonder how Reading
Roadrunners came to marshal
at the London Marathon?
Carl Woffington (and
Guildford Orienteers)…
that’s how!

Rewind back to 1981; and
the staging of the first London
Marathon. Chris Brasher and
John Disley, both heavily
involved in its inauguration,
had also developed an interest
in orienteering, founding their
own club, Southern Navigators.
As the sport developed, they
pulled in orienteers from across
the country to supply marshals
to the marathon. Move forward
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Leukaemia survivor Andy Breakspear wins
Reading Mayor’s award for charity work
during a six-month spell in hospital

By CHRIS MASON
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13 years, to 1994, and responsibility
for providing marshals on behalf of
Guildford Orienteers was none other
than our own current Roadrunners
chairman, Carl Woffington.
Having recently joined Roadrunners,
Carl was struggling to provide marshals
from the Guildford club and so decided
to advertise on the RR noticeboard.  
The rest, as they say, is history.
“The response was amazing,” said
Carl. “The marshal team was full almost
straight away.
“After the marathon I wrote to Guildford
Orienteers and asked if they wished to
continue; they agreed to let it go.

significant sections of the course to
ensure a problem-free race.   
Reward for the Marshals includes
entry into the draw for those looking to
compete the following year.
As many will testify, there are few days
more eagerly anticipated than when the
draw for the six or so available marshal
places is made. A privilege indeed, with
a much greater chance of success than
via the open ballot.   
So next time it comes to marshalling
at London, or even competing via
the marshals draw, maybe raise a
glass in honour of Carl, and Guildford
Orienteers. Cheers!

“I then asked Reading Roadrunners if
they would take it on and they agreed.”
Now a major date in the club calendar,
Roadrunners regularly provides in the
region of 60 marshals to London.
With

marshalling

positions

at

“The Guv’nor”

Rotherhithe (mile nine) as well as
the iconic Tower Hill (mile 23), our
club’s contribution to the event is well
established.
Likewise the role provided by Carl
who, as Section Lead, is responsible
for both locations as well as managing
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Roadrunners second in national
cross-country final and  winners
of Thames Valley League

John McFarlane sets new
20-mile course record at
Bramley (1:44:12)
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Practice makes
perfect

By TONY CANNING

CAST your mind back to the 70’s, when

popularity of Stan Eldon’s twice-weekly

squash was all the rage and American

training sessions.

football was on the rise in the UK.  Later,
in the early 80’s, when Cram, Coe et
al were at the Olympics, running really
took off.

arranged by the club’s committee and
comprised build-up followed by speedwork. The build-up consisted of slow

Soon after, the Reading Half Marathon
came into being. Move forward to
1987 and the formation of Reading
Roadrunners, thanks to the growing
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In the early days coaching was

laps of nine-and-a-half minutes per
mile, with the pace gradually increasing
up to five minutes a mile.
These sessions were keenly-fought

Peter Turner stands down as mens’
captain after eight years in the role
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affairs

as

this

typical

pace

chart

one’s own skills as well as helping others

illustrates:
•

9.5min,

9.5min,

9min,

9min,

8.5min, 8min, 8min, 7.5min
•

Back to 8min (for a rest), then
7.5min, 7min, 7min  

•

6.5min (starting to hurt now for
some)

•

be very beneficial in terms of honing
and, of course, mixing with some very
accomplished athletes.
Subsequently warm-up sessions were
held as one big group, unlike nowadays
where runners are separated out into
smaller groups. This has resulted in
less mobility between groups, which

7min (phew, a rest!), 6.5min,
6.5min, (help, my legs are on fire),
6min   

is unfortunate and something the
coaching team is acutely aware of.
Currently, as a running club with a

•

6min, 5.5min (you must be joking)  

•

5min (WHAT! I’m hanging on, just

significant membership and a wide
range of abilities, ensuring a training
regime that fits all can be challenging.

don’t ask me to do it again)…

However, it is not for the want of trying

You guessed it… a final 5min lap for the

and we, as coaches, hope we are

remaining few. Then, down to a 7.5min
easy lap or collapse at the side of the
track. Effectively, this was a race in its
own right, every week, but great fun.

providing a training programme that
works for you.  
Personally, as a Roadrunners coach for
many years, I have had a great time.

Later on coaching was formalised and

It’s very satisfying to see so many

became separated from the committee.

individuals doing great things and

And for good reason; only a few

growing in confidence and developing

coaches were qualified and many more

that all-important “can-do” attitude and

would be required.  

self-belief.  

Officially six athletes were to be

Remember, it’s only your mind telling

allocated per coach, though in truth the

you that you are tired, so just cast that

club always operated with many more.

aside and you will be surprised at what’s

The coaching courses have proved to

left in the tank.
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Bramley 20/10 rated
34th in Runner’s World
top 100 races

Roadrunners win ladies’ team
prize at national cross-country
final in Bournemouth
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Love in
Lycra

r having
‘Love means neve
y!‘
to say you’re Silve
Jane and Mel Silvey can claim they have
the most enduring romance in the history
of Reading Roadrunners. They met on the
Palmer Park track after joining the club in
the same month in 1987 and are still
together 30 years later, happier than ever.
The former Jane Evans recalled: “Mel
asked me if I wanted to go for a run with
him but I said ‘No, you’re too quick for
me.’ Neverthless we got together in 1989
and were married in 1991.”

.
‘I set a PB.. !‘
rt
to her hea

Caroline & Paul: It was on the marathon
circuit that I finally achieved a PB not in
running but with the lovely lady I was introduced
oduced
to at the Thames Meander Marathon. We
checked our diaries and both found we were
ere
running similar marathons abroad that year
ar so we
started meeting up and travelling together.
r. I
would eventually travel to Wimbledon to run with
her and she would run with me here in Reading.
ading. I
don’t think she was fast enough as I eventually
ually
caught her and persuaded her to move to
Reading and to join Reading Roadrunners..
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ate
‘I found my soul m
ht!‘
in the home straig

Ellie & Ian:
“Running in circles on a Wednesday night: who would have
thought that it would lead to
meeting our soul mates? Now
we’re running round in circles
every day after three young
children – Max, Hannah & Freya.”
The Ridgeway Relay 2007 was
Ian's first sighting of Ellie running
towards him, which soon led to
attending a Roadrunner wedding
as "close friends" and not long
after that a "Meet the Parents" at
the Windsor Half Marathon. No
longer in green vests, they remain
part of the club’s history.

Katie & Chris

After a stumbl

e at the first at
tempt, our
paths crossed
for a second tim
e at
Reading Half M
arathon in 2008
.
Ch
ris
persuaded Katie
to join Roadru
nners
in Octob
be
err that year. W
ithout
RR, we wouldn’
t have so
many matching
clothes.

in
‘I was wearing a b
it!‘
liner.. and he loved

Fleur & Simon:

Fleur: It's not irritating in the
slightest when your other half
starts running and slowly ticks off
every PB you've ever set (when I
say slowly I mean first race in most
cases!)

Simon: She does take every
opportunity though to remind me
of her category placing and Good
for Age London qualification.
On the bright side though
Reading Roadrunners has become
a huge part of our lives and we
have the club to thank for the
endless hours and miles of
enjoyment over the years and all
the friends it has brought into our
lives.
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Lorraine & John:
Lorraine joined RR first in order to do the
London Marathon in 2011. “John was
very adamant he could not run and he
played guitar on Wednesday, which
made it impossible to go! However, after
taking photos at parkrun and getting to
know a few other RRs, he decided to try
it out. After John’s first attempt at
parkrun, where he did not finish and just
had a tantrum to prove he could not run,
he returned and it is the highlight
g g of his

ar... and
it
u
g
e
th
p
u
e
v
a
g
‘He
strings!‘
played on my heart
week now. He comes after guitar lesson
and is like a born again runner persuading the whole nation to run! Thanks to
Roadrunners we now have many friends
and lots of lycra clothes! Also all bar one
of our children now run and two of the
grandchildren do as well!”

Colin was an

Tom & Coli
n

enthusiasti
c runner an
d Tom
ning becau
se
h
e
h
ad
bored with
become
holding his
jumper at ra
Without RR
ces.
we wouldn
't have so m
mud in the
uch
car in the w
inter and
far fewer sm
elly socks in
the summe
r.

started run

Heather & John:
RR when it formed in
John first joined R
1987 and very quickly entered into
many road races and social events.
Heather would come along to each race,
whether it be in a muddy field or by the
side of the road, with two young boys in
tow and cheer ‘Daddy’ along! “We even
provided a personal water station for
John’s first marathon in Slough!” says
Heather

It wasn’t until the spring of 1992, when
the club arranged a Junior Club on a
Wednesday night that the whole
Bowley family turned up at the track.
John joined his group to train, the boys
were happy in their group and so
Heather took her first lap of the track
and slowly jogged round.
Joyously, they say: “We are still enjoying
our running and the great social life of
RR, after 30 years!”
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“I’m still fighting”
By Paul Monaghan

By FERGAL DONNELLY

THIS is Pete Jewell’s
story… a story of over two
decades of alcohol abuse,
of broken relationships and
of the intense loneliness
that inevitably ensues.
Equally striking is the
road to recovery, along
with the support of his
running club
and the constant reminder
there’s a race to be won,
each and every day.
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Our veteran ladies win
Evening Post special team
of the year award

More glory for our ladies
in British Masters V45
relay at Sutton Park
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THE year is 1991. Eight years earlier,

With no fixed abode, a mate’s garage,

it all started to fall apart. What had

caravan, or derelict house would provide

previously

him with shelter.  He smoked dog-ends

been

a

drinking

habit

became an addiction.
By 1985, Pete had lost his job.  Soon
days, even weekends, would be an
entire memory loss, yet somehow he
continued to function. Marry, even. His
partner of five years became his wife in

and ate out-of-date sandwiches plucked
from around the back of fuel-stations.  
He recalls “walking for miles, up and
down supermarket car-parks” searching
the ground, looking for money.
His behaviour had deteriorated, too.

1989 and they had a daughter, Natalie

He was always fighting. One day, while

Marie, a year later.

on a train to Henley Regatta, he became

By 1991, they were divorced. Around
the same time Pete received a oneyear driving ban, increased to three
years when he was caught driving while
disqualified the very next day. It would
prove a struggle to get his licence back.
He would never get back his daughter,

involved in an altercation. It was an ugly
affair and serious enough for Pete to
end up in court.  The magistrates took
a dim view; he was told to expect a
custodial sentence.
Yet such angry outbursts belied Pete’s
overwhelming

emotion.

“I

felt

so

who upped sticks with her mother,

lonely”, he said, “so incredibly lonely.  

never to be re-united.

You lose all your friends and your self-

Pete entered rehab in 1991. ‘Cold
turkey’ involved a 24-hour period of
alcohol abstinence to rid the system of
all such traces before a week’s dosage
of tranquilisers were applied.
For those who survive cold turkey,

esteem goes. I used to sit in Wokingham
town centre just to be around people. I
would cry myself to sleep.”
Facing

time

in

jail,

but,

more

importantly, a losing battle with alcohol,
it was time to act.

the battle has only just begun. It was a

In April 1996, following a pre-emptive

battle Pete was not prepared for and so

visit to his GP, Pete was admitted

the drinking continued, only now at an

to Fairmile psychiatric hospital. The

even greater rate.      

corrosive impact alcohol was having
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Club celebrate 20th
birthday with gala ball
at Reading Town Hall
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on his system was reaffirmed by the
‘Gamma GT’ test conducted.  “Gamma
GT is an enzyme found in the liver (and
elsewhere)” he said. “It helps detect
abnormalities. Normal range for an
adult was between 8 and 78.   My
reading was 2471.”
He added: “I was told I’d be dead by
the age of 40 if I didn’t do something
about it.”   
Again, he would undergo cold turkey,
determined this time never to drink

relationship, Pete first encountered
running.   “My partner’s daughter was
training for a 15km run”, he said, “so
I decided to help her train. I enjoyed it,
especially the thinking time, and started
to do more running. It gave me a
purpose and really helped me minimise
my stress.”
He kept with the running, if not the
relationship, giving   up smoking along
the way.   Gradually he could see the
benefits of joining a running club. It

alcohol again.  
Therapy sessions followed soon after
and Pete recalls with fondness the great
support received from Mavis Henley of
Alcohol Concern at the former Battle
Hospital.
“We had to learn to break the ties with
alcohol,” he said. “I lost contact with
everything and everybody connected
with it. It was like starting life all over
again.” With continued support, vitamin
injections, regular monitoring and huge
determination, Pete started to improve.

Pete at London Marathon in 2014
would not be until 2010, however, that
he joined Reading Roadrunners.  
“I saw it as a good way of meeting other

While at Fairmile, Pete entered another

people,” Pete said. “I decided to give it

relationship and while it did not endure,

a go. Reading Roadrunners  seemed to

he had a son, Matthew, in June 1997.  
A few years later, in a subsequent
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support all types of runners, especially
the underdog.” Fortunately for Pete,

Roadrunners squad of Liz Hartney, Sarah
Gee, Lesley Whiley and Saba Holt first
ladies team at London Marathon
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he happened to be quite good at it.  “I
started to get really excited. I was so
pleased I seemed to have a natural
talent for running.”

the Up Tow Down Flow half marathon
(2013) in a time of 1hr: 25mins: 04secs,
he would also go on to achieve same at
Reading O2O 10km (2016) in a time of

Pete entered his first ever race Reading Half Marathon, the same
year. Crossing the finish line inside the
Madejski Stadium is a memory that lives
to this day.  “Listening to the roar,” he
said, “not just for me, but for all the
other runners, I felt like I belonged.”

38mins: 52secs.  In between, he would

This was the moment Pete felt like he
had arrived. His was a journey far greater
than 13.1 miles. He felt so proud “for
my mum, my dad and my brother” and
for what they had endured on his behalf.

are on display next to my TV.  I wouldn’t

Four years later he set the bar much
higher. By now an accomplished runner,
he entered the London Marathon.  
Racing out in spectacular style, he
reached   the half-way point in 1hr 31
mins.
That pace proved difficult to maintain
yet he still managed to finish in 3hrs
29mins 11 secs. Aged 52, and with more
life experience than the average man,
he had reached his running destination
in some style.
Pete had already become one of the
club’s fastest Age Category runners.  
Achieving course record (vet 50) in
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reach within six seconds of Reading
parkrun 50-54 age grade record.  
And, yet, he shows no sign of slowing
down. “I still have the desire to push
on.   My training schedule is pinned to
the fridge door and all my (race) medals
change the past as that’s what’s made
me who I am, but this is who I am now.”
He delivers an interesting insight,
“I’ve let so many people down before”
he says.   “I’m constantly looking for
approval.”
Yet nobody is more aware than Pete
himself as to where the real race lies,
and it’s an everyday one.   He recites
from his Alcohol Concern note: “Time
passes… you long for a drink… it’s a
struggle to say ‘no’ but you succeed.
The choice is yours and the possibility
that you might drink is always there.”  
“I’m still fighting,” he said.
*If you would like to get in touch
with Pete regarding the above, please
contact the club.

Three major titles in year for our
ladies V45s Marina Stedman, Anne
Stewart-Power and Carol Bowker

Bramley 20/10 cancelled  
because of prolonged road
excavations on course
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The day I became
hooked on grass
RUNNING clubs all around
the country have benefitted
from the huge popularity
of parkrun, and Reading
Roadrunners is no different. It
has opened up a whole new

world of opportunity, fun and
achievement.
Follow Sev Konieczny’s own
journey, below, and read how
our club helps give back to
parkrun…

Sev at her first
London Marathon
Expo in 2016
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By FERGAL DONNELLY

Sarah Gee is first V45 and third lady
from massed start when running
2:45:33 at London Marathon
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MY running journey started in my
early 40’s. The ‘Couch to 5k’ (C25k)
programme was followed by a 10k and
my first half marathon - 13.1 miles of
total mess with an unforgettable ‘prove
them wrong’ type of finish.
I have always been familiar with tracks,
stadiums, spikes, running and races. I
spent many hours of my childhood in
the stand watching, aspiring.
But I couldn’t run. They told me so.
I believed them. I never questioned it
until six years ago.
A local 10k later and a second half
marathon didn’t quite qualify me as a
runner.
Then I finally printed my barcode and
ran my first parkrun.
A new world opened up to me in
which inspiration, motivation, and
achievement are greatly celebrated.

Members of the club were encouraging
and human. The following Wednesday I
went along to the club induction and I
purchased my green vest.
I have now been a club and team
member, led by inspiring and
motivational captains, for four years.
I am trained by experienced and
qualified coaches. Training has a
structure and a meaning. The advice
given is invaluable. Support is terrific.
I am more disciplined with my running,
more daring and more proud, too.
As well as enjoying my own personal
achievements, I love to witness and
celebrate fellow runners and friends’
accomplishments. I am so much more
than a runner
now.”

But a pattern was clearly emerging
after every run − finishing was either a
stroke of luck or a miracle.
All that changed when I replied to an
invitational email to a running event, a
cross-country ‘taster’ organised by the
Roadrunners. Four miles of grass, mud
and woodland… and I was hooked.
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GB international Liz Yelling takes club
training, not helped by members
running in opposite directions

October sees a big turn-out
of Roadrunners at opening of
parkrun at Thames Valley Park
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EVERY

week,

upwards

of

80

Roadrunners can be spotted at the
town’s two parkrun locations, Thames
Valley Park and Woodford Park. Many
are participants working hard on their
parkrun PB’s as well as making the most
of the Saturday morning social for which
parkrun is well renowned.
Others are to be found helping out,
whether it be organising or volunteering
for the many roles on offer − including
parkrun photographer − which helps

back’, our club holds ‘takeover’ days at
both Reading and Woodley parkruns.
These are days when large numbers
from the club lend their support by
running, volunteering, and providing
refreshments.
They are hugely popular events and
help portray the club in an extremely
positive manner to the wider running
community.  
So, the journey continues. From
parkrunner to Roadrunner to who-

depict the parkrun story far better than

knows-what. It’s a journey about so

any words. In addition, as part of ‘giving

much more than just running.
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...and Paula RadcliffeMore success for Brian Shave as he
claims three national V75 titles at
picks up a few marathon
tips from Pete Morris10k, cross-country and indoor 3k

The old ones
are the best

BACK in November I ran the Gosport
Half Marathon for the 14th time. It’s an
acquired taste on a cold, windswept,
desolate seafront,  in the wake of Storm
Angus. You might question my sanity,
but that’s not the point of this article.
When I looked through the results there
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Roadrunners club of year and Sarah
Gee veteran athlete of year at
Reading Sports Personality awards

By JIM KIDDIE

Brian Shave, now 83, runs in stage
ten of the London to Brighton
relay in October 1955

Sarah Gee first lady finisher off
massed start at London Marathon,
setting V45 course record
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I was, fifth MV65-69. Nothing much to
get excited about, but maybe next year
when I move up an age group that same
time would look pretty good. Well, no,
actually, I would have dropped to sixth
MV70.
It would be all too easy to make
sweeping statements based on one
event, but I’m going to do that anyway,
as I believe we’re seeing a trend among
the “oldies”. There have always been
exceptional runners at any age. But
now there is a group of 60s going on
70s which is both talented and, more to
the point, growing in numbers.

are generally faster than the ladies for
a given age. And we all slow down as
the years roll by. There are exceptions,
of course, but few would question these
basic facts. What Gosport was saying
was that the older men are holding
Tom Harrison, still running marathons
at the age of 80

We now have some active   Reading
Roadrunners in their 80s like Tim
Povey, Brian Shave, Sid Gibbs and,
most remarkable of all, Tom Harrison
who, in his 81st year   ran the London
Marathon. Among the older ladies
we must mention the amazing record
holder Christine Usher… but the list is
a shorter one.
Now, here’s my second point, and I’m
going to stick my neck out and make a
provocative statement. You older ladies
aren’t keeping up!
I can already hear the howl of protest,
but bear with me while I explain. Men
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Hog roast and bucking
broncos as club celebrate
25th birthday (a bit early!)

Roadrunner Karen Hathway part of winning
England team at Commonwealth Ultra
Marathon Championships
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up better than the more senior ladies,
and I wonder why. After all, ladies, you
generally have a greater life expectancy
than us geezers.
Another trend I think I’ve noticed
is that there are more young female
runners out there pounding the streets
than when I joined the club 20 years
ago. I have no data to back this up, but
when I first started running 40 years ago
it was a very male-dominated sport.
Back then the ladies who are today in
their “mature” years were simply not
running in anything like the numbers
that men were, so they haven’t “come
through the ranks”.

That has got to be good for the sport,
and especially the older ladies.
All of this is pure speculation of course,
but the one thing I can be fairly sure of is
that I won’t be around in 30 years’ time
to be check my theories. And I can be
absolutely certain of one thing – I won’t
be running Gosport in 2047.
Ellie Gosling breaking the world record
for a Half Marathon pushing a twin
buggy

Doubtless there are other reasons, such
as children, family etc. But former RR
Ellie Barnes (now Gosling) has elegantly
shown that this is no impediment to any
modern young lady who is determined
to run at a serious level.
So where do we go from here? I’m
going to make another bold assertion
− that the ladies are going to catch us
men up. Why? Because the ladies now
training in their 20’s and 30’s will go on
to make fine FV50’s, 60’s and 70’s, and
there will, I believe, be more of them
than the men.
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Club stalwart Steve Lee
passes away after long
fight against cancer

Funnies
STORIES of other people’s misfortune
are what sells newspapers. The tale of
two Roadrunners recce for the 1995
Ridgeway Relay still raises a laugh 22
years later.
Kevin Oakley and Pete Aked went to
check out the first two stages of the
iconic run together, leaving Pete’s car
at the end of stage two before driving
Kev’s car to Ivinghoe Beacon to set off
on their 18-mile run.
Several hours of climbing later they
arrived at the summit of the dreaded
Coombe Hill to the awful realisation that
they had left the key to Pete’s Krooklok
in Kev’s car.
Everyone else in the club thought
that was funny. Even funnier was the
suggestion that the Krooklok was worth
more than the car…
THE joke was on Dave Knowles at the
1996 Shinfield 10k. The bag he packed
for the race contained his girlfriend’s
running shoes, which were two sizes
too small. Helpfully lent a pair by fellow
Roadrunner John Huntley, he discovered
those were two sizes too big.
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Club protests against council
proposals to site park-and-ride
scheme at Palmer Park

ROB PENLINGTON was one of the
club’s stalwarts in the late 80s and early
90s who is fondly remembered for his
classic quote: “I knew there was a right
turn there somewhere” after turning his
2.8-mile leg of the Bounders Relay into
a six-mile leg.
PENLINGTON was the butt of the
jokes again a year later when he
stopped a car with his charity collection
bucket at a race at Crowthorne only for
another motorist to pile into the back
of the driver who was kindly
making a donation.

More politics as club advised no
further space for clubhouse after
discussions with Reading AC
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DON’T THEY

SCRUB UP WELL?
Reading Roadrunners have proved time and again that it’s not all

about running. Here are some memorable occasions when they’ve
swapped their kit for ballgowns and fancy dress.

1990

1996

The first ever dinner
dance was held with
great ceremony

1997

The traditional
award-winning line-up

2016

Will the fashions
stand the test of
time?

Never far from a bar, here are Roadrunners celebrating ten years together.

1999

1994
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1991

Awards night winners

1989
2015

French Disco commemorates 200th
anniversary of the Bastille storming

Disco Inferno!

Sometimes though, the lure of sport is just too much...

1995

Sports fun day

1998

Greek Olympics

2016

Funky cycle ride
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Getting down
and dirty
EVEN though part of our club name
suggests we are ‘road’ runners this is
not entirely the case. Since the early
days our winter season is mainly made
up of cross-country running.
   A big percentage of our members
revel in the tough conditions that
cross-country can bring… mud, hills,
technical terrain and often awful
weather conditions. There is something
for everyone.
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By CLAIRE SEYMOUR
   Fixtures are contested between
October and February across two
leagues − the Hampshire League and
Thames Valley League (formerly Today’s
Runner League).
  We also compete at the South East
Athletics Association’s Southern XC
Championships, often held at the
iconic Parliament Hill course, as well the
English National XC Championships,

Ellie Barnes steps down as ladies captain
to train for the European Triathlon
Championships
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Berkshire

Championships

(which

   Another huge plus is the wonderful

includes selection to run at the inter-

spread of food put on by the host clubs

counties), Masters Championships and

in the TVXC League, keeping runners

Berks, Bucks and Oxon Championships.  

going in those final few tough miles in

  Cross-country is very popular among
our membership ¬ particularly the

the knowledge that a hot cup of tea and
a cake is waiting for us at the finish.
Here are a few comments from

Thames Valley League, renowned for its
friendly atmosphere, attracting runners
of all abilities.  

members about Cross Country:
“Cross Country is great for strength

   Our trophy cabinet holds a lot of

and stamina during the winter months

silverware from the Today’s Runner

and I love the camaraderie of running

League. We regularly won the national

as a team that cross-country brings” −

final and in more recent years our ladies

Sarah Urwin-Mann

and mens teams have dominated the

“The XC season with its varied and

Thames Valley League

challenging

  We have also fared well over the years

courses

and

friendly

hospitable clubs, gives me an amazing

in the highly competitive Hampshire

winter boost” − Maureen Sweeney

League, regularly competing against

“There’s nothing better than squelching

Olympic and international athletes.

about in knee-deep mud, sploshing in

Nevertheless our senior men have been

puddles and enjoying some glorious

promoted to Division One.

countryside. The wetter, the muddier,

   Two of our veteran runners, Lance
Nortcliff

and

Sarah

the better!”  − Katie Gumbrell

Urwin-Mann,

“I never feel more part of a team than

have finished in the top three in their

when running cross-country and I return

categories in the last two seasons.
  But cross-country running is not only
about the competition. A big attraction
for Roadrunners is the social side and
friendly rivalry between clubs.
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to my spring road races feeling much
stronger and fitter.” − Sam Whalley
“It’s a different challenge to the road
and keeps you strong over the winter.”
− Lance Nortcliff

John Cullingham  is national
indoor V80 champion at
400m and 1500m

Crowthorne Woods becomes
club’s home course for the
Thames Valley League
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Race with a heart

By COLIN COTTELL

Members of the Royal Berkshire Fire
& Rescue Service complete the 10K in
full breathing apparatus in 2014

THE Mortimer Fun Run began life in

Sewards, a shop in the village, decided

1983, through the efforts of just one

to organise the race to raise funds for

man, and has been going strong ever

Hammersmith

since. Derek Seward, who owned

life-saving heart operation carried out
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Mens team Mark Worringham, Rupert Shute
and Andrew Smith second in English Half
Marathon Championship

Hospital

following

a
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there on his three-year-old nephew. He

race. In 2000, Reading Roadrunners

originally intended to run the first-ever

fully took over the organising of the race

Reading Half Marathon to raise funds,

under the stewardship of race director

but after starting training and realising

Dwayne Stewart and Anne Power (later

how hard it was he opted to organise

Stewart-Power), who had the title of

this completely new event in Mortimer

entry secretary. Over the years, a 3k

instead.

junior race was added.  

Seward says the race’s unusual figure-

Finally, after 20 years as chairman of

of-eight course was designed solely

the Mortimer 10k, Seward resigned

to make the event interesting for

from the race committee.

spectators.

After Dwayne Stewart-Power gave

From the beginning there were lots of
attractions on the fairground, with many
local associations and charities present.
The first fun run was so successful that
more than £2,500 was raised for the
hospital and local charities.
Although Seward says he initially
viewed it as a one-off event, following
this great success he was asked to
organise it again the following year.
The race continued to be held on
the last Sunday in September, and
the original 5.4-mile course was used
until 1997 when it became a 10k after

up organising the event, subsequent
Mortimer directors have been Sandra
Sheppard, Jim Kiddie, and present
incumbent Bob Thomas, who took over
in 2013.  
The Mortimer Fun Run has always
enjoyed
firms,

great

support

from

local

people,

charities

and

other

organisations.  
After the Sewards sold their shop to
Budgens, the supermarket sponsored
the race, and have continued to do so
ever since.

Reading Roadrunners became involved.

Local fifth-generation garage Spratleys

Before this the local Lions Club had

of Mortimer have supplied the lead car

played a major role in organising the

for many years.
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Big names meet our stars as HRH the
Prince of Wales is honoured to get an
audience with Tom Harrison
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Highlands Farm 10k
THE Highlands Farm 10k was the
first 10k race organised by Reading
Roadrunners.  
First run in 1990 over roads and
bridleways between Henley and
Peppard, the race began at the
headquarters of Associated Asphalt,
near Henley.
The first event, held on the second
bank holiday in May, attracted 250
runners, including 98 Roadrunners. The
race was noted for a punishing climb of
Gillotts Hill at 8k, dashing the chances
of many who thought they were on for
a good time.
Former Roadrunners ladies captain
Karen Edwards, who
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By COLIN COTTELL

was on the organising committee,
remembers that although it was
advertised as a road race there were
always boggy bits. The event was
followed with a post-race barbecue
and impromptu games of rounders
organised by then social secretary, Paul
Douglas.
Entry numbers gradually increased to
320 but unfortunately the race became
the victim of police concerns over safety
and it folded in 1995.
It made only a brief cameo appearance
in the history of Roadrunners
Roadrunners, but was great fun while
it lasted.

Paula Radcliffe picks up a few
marathon tips from Pete
Morris and Martin Bush
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Prospect Park fun run
By COLIN COTTELL

THE Prospect Park Fun Run was first
held in August 1989 and began Reading
Roadrunners reputation as a club that
put something back into the running
community by organising events open
to all.

ten finishers that day were current club

Supported by the Reading Chronicle
and sometimes known as the Gibb
Prospect Park races, the cross-country
route, described as “a tough grass and
woodland course,” consisted of two
2.5-mile laps of the park. In the top

Although the event attracted some
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Massive turn-outs of Roadrunners
help club win Thames Valley
Cross-Country League...

members Chris Mason and Mel Silvey.
The main five-mile run was preceded
by a quarter-mile family run, suitable for
pushchairs, and a 2.5 mile junior run.

high-quality runners it folded in 1996
because of difficulties in finding a
suitable date outside the football
season.

... but ravers on the course at
Crowthorne force cancellation
of our home fixture
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Chips with
everything

By JIM KIDDIE

AFTER my last few events I’ve typed

it for granted that virtually every road

my number into a keypad and a ticket

race will be chip-timed, yet for the

was printed with gun time, chip time

greater part of our club’s existence

and, in one case, a few nice words of

races were timed manually… and that

encouragement. These days we take

was no simple task. It took at least six
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May the 4th: Star Wars
characters take over
Shinfield 10k
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people just to time a race and compile
the results. Two people stood at the line
– one called the finisher’s number while
the other wrote the numbers down.
This worked well while the first 50
finishers came up to the line, but as the
bulk of the race came through it was
hard enough to call the numbers let
alone write them down.
I remember trying to write numbers
at lightning speed with frozen fingers
while trying to turn wet pages as I wrote.
Missing a few was not uncommon.
A “runner” then took the sheets away
to a compiler who entered the results on
to a spreadsheet. The compiler worked
in calm seclusion where he wouldn’t
be constantly interrupted by finishers
wanting to know the results.
Meanwhile, a second pair of recorders
stood ten metres behind the first pair.
The idea was to record where there was
a glut of runners crossing the line and
provide a second opinion where doubt
existed. In practice the second pair did
what the first pair did and recorded
whatever they could.
It was also essential to keep the
runners in a “funnel” after the finish
line so that a final check on the finishing
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order could be carried out. Some races
tried tear-off slips on the race numbers.
These were torn off as the runner
crossed the line and gave a cross check
on the finishing order.
For larger races a final marshal stood
with a video camera and hopefully
provided another back-up check.
And, as if this wasn’t difficult enough,
everything had to be completed in time
for the prize-giving!
In the pre-chip days there was no such
thing as “gun time” and “chip time”:
they were one and the same, so it
mattered where you stood on the start
line. In a big race the time it took to get
to the start line was simply ignored.
No description of race timing would
be complete without a mention of Paul
and Penny Kurowski. Together they
were the race timers for virtually every
road race the Club organised. Paul and
Penny have moved away from Reading
now, but the club owes them a huge
debt of gratitude.
And, don’t forget, cross-country races
are still manually timed and results are
manually compiled. That means the
club still requires volunteers for this
largely forgotten task. Without results
there isn’t much point in racing.

Sarah Urwin-Mann selected
at 10k for England in Masters
International at Cardiff

Mark Worringham breaks
club five-mile record when
winning at Headington
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club records
MEN
5k

15:38

Mark Worringham

Battersea

8 Aug 2016

5 mile

26:03

Mark Worringham

Headington

28 Aug 2016

10k

31:38

Zak Tsegay

Woodcote

2 Jan 1995

10 mile

52:25

Howard Grubb

Woodley

4 Jun 1995

Half Mar.

1:09:24

Howard Grubb

Reading

30 Apr 1995

20 mile

1:53:59

Matthew Richards

Bramley

19 Feb 2017

Marathon

2:27:48

Keith Russell

Amsterdam

20 Oct 2013

WOMEN
5k

18:12

Liz Hartney

Hyde Park

25 Jun 2004

5 mile

29:40

Elaine Laver

Romsey

30 Jan 2005

10k

34:32

Sarah Gee

Goodrich

12 Sep 2010

10 mile

57:21

Sarah Gee

Maidenhead

2 Apr 2010

Half Mar.

1:14:45

Sarah Gee

Peterborough 10 Oct 2010

20 mile

2:04:49

Sarah Gee

Bramley

15 Feb 2009

Marathon

2:38:14

Sarah Gee

Edinburgh

23 May 2010
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READING ROADRUNNERS

Life Members
ROLL OF HONOUR

2005

2007

Geoff Chaffer

Ron Kercher

2005

2007

Karen Edwards

2005
Paul Kurowski

2005
Roger Pritchard

2005

Lesley Whiley

2008
Carol Bowker

2008
Anne Goodall

2009
Toni McQueen

Dwayne Stewart

2009

2006

Chris Smith

Sid Gibbs

2006
Penny Kurowski

2006

2010
Richard Hammerson

2011
Carl Woffington

2014

Tim Povey

Glynne Jones

2006

2016

Anne Stewart-Power

Jim Kiddie
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Running Family

By TIM POVEY

The road is long
The road is hard
Your legs are lead
Your legs are tired

Out in the open
Countryside
Someone is there
Who’s on your side

Well done they say
You’re nearly there
You realise
They really care

Behind are runners
That you have passed
Ahead are those
Who are too fast

A smiling face
By the roadside stood
Come on Roadrunner
You’re looking good

They lift you and
You stretch your stride
And so you finish
Side by side

Your training runs
On the road and track
Have brought you here
No turning back

Between the gasps
You raise a smile
That face was worth
An extra mile

More smiles from faces
That you know
Makes you reflect
That long ago

You’re on your own
Amid a throng
But there’s a shout
Makes you feel strong

Someone behind
Is catching you
You glance and see
Some green and blue

There was a time
You were not part
Of this great club
With its great heart

Photo courtesy of
Abacus Lighting Ltd
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Remembered with affection

Mervyn Beasley

Steve Lee

Bryan Williams

3rd Jan 1939 17th Sep 2002

10th Dec 1945 30th Jan 2011

26th July 1938 15th Jan 2001
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